Cofense Phishing Defense Services
ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE TO STOP PHISHING ATTACKS IN PROGRESS

Phishing threats get past the
perimeter every day.
You might think that if automation covers 90% of
phishing threats, your organization is well protected.
But the CofenseTM Phishing Defense Center (PDC)
verifies that as many as 1 in 7 emails reported by
customers are malicious:

Key Benefits
Get actionable indicators on threats in
progress on YOUR network

• 55,404 credential harvesting attacks
designed to exploit SSO architecture

Respond to verified threats
immediately and decisively

• 25,501 campaigns hiding malicious files
inside cloud services to avoid
gateway detection

Sharply reduce the time between detection
and resolution

• 4,152 impersonation attacks attempting to
steal funds from an organization
Source: Phishing Defense Center 2018

Receive alerts to identified threats, within
the hour, throughout the day
Coordinate response: plug our intelligence
into your SIEM or orchestration solution

These emails bypassed perimeter defenses, such
as email gateways, to become ticking bombs in
employees’ mail boxes.

Quickly stop threats as they spread in your network.
When your employees report suspicious emails, the Cofense PDC analyzes them and delivers highpriority threat indicators directly to your team, enabling your team to respond immediately—as a
phishing attack is morphing in your environment.
We are dedicated phishing analysts locked in on phishing threats. Backed by the Cofense Research
and Threat Intelligence teams, we apply findings from our global customer base to see what other
don’t. When a threat actor probes your network, our analysts recognize indicators, nuanced signs of
danger, your busy security operations team may miss. By alerting you right away, we can prevent a
full-blown emergency from erupting later on.

Receive actionable indicators on active threats, within the hour.
The intelligence we supply comes straight from your environment, from suspicious emails reported by
your users. Our analysts deliver indicators of compromise (IOC’s), adding context and insight so your
response team can:
• Assess the priority and understand the full scale of the problem
• Communicate upstream to the other members of your security team or through your SIEM
• Determine the best course of action to respond to the threat
Our analysts draw on deep experience to provide intelligence you can act on NOW. Their intelligence
empowers faster, more effective decisions. It’s the difference between stopping an attack in minutes,
not days.

Spend your time mitigating threats, not gathering data.
The Cofense PDC relieves security operators of the repetitive tasks needed to qualify, investigate, and
document alerts. You can focus on responding to verified threats, instead of spending your limited
time and resources on data gathering. We take the workload off your staff, giving them an army to
qualify and investigate threats and understand their severity. Your team can focus on fighting attacks,
rather than digging for them.

Sharply reduce the time between threat detection and resolution.
Unlike other services the Cofense PDC supports your team from alert to resolution. We combine the
power of user email reporting with our PDC expertise, significantly improving the meantime to detect
and respond to active threats already inside your organization.

Cofense™, formerly known as PhishMe®, is the leading provider of human-driven phishing defense
solutions for organizations concerned with their susceptibility to sophisticated cyber attacks.
Cofense delivers a collaborative, cooperative approach to cybersecurity by enabling organizationwide response to the most used attack vector—phishing. Cofense serves customers of all sizes
across multiple industries including financial services, energy, government, healthcare, technology
and manufacturing, as well as other Global 1000 entities that understand how engaging user
behavior will improve security, aid incident response and reduce the risk of compromise.
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